Directions


Coming from A5 (Germany):

♦ A5 - Karlsruhe - Basel;
♦ Exit: Appenweier (Kehl/Strasbourg)
♦ In KEHL: cross the river Rhine (Europe
Bridge) in the direction of Strasbourg
♦ At the first traffic light keep going straight
♦ At the roundabout take the first exit
♦ Turn left at the traffic light, then right at the
next one
♦ Follow the signs to “Robertsau”
♦ Once you’re in the Robertsau quarter, follow
the main street
♦ You will pass by a grocery store (“Simply”),
then get to a roundabout
♦ Take the first exit, you are now in Rue
Mélanie

Coming from A61 (Germany)
& A35 (France):
♦ A61 Koblenz - Ludwigshafen;
♦ Exit: A65 direction Mutterstadt/Landau/
Neustadt
♦ Exit: B9 Kandel Süd/Strasbourg/
Lauterbourg
♦ B9 becomes A35
♦ Exit 50: La Wantzenau
♦ Keep on driving in the direction
of La Wantzenau
♦ Stay on the priority road in the
direction of Robertsau
♦ Pass the Hospital “Clinique Sainte Anne”
♦ Turn left at the pharmacy onto
“Rue Boecklin”
♦ At the red brick church, turn left onto Rue
Mélanie
♦ At the roundabout, take the second exit

♦ After the roundabout: follow the street approx. 250m, the entrance to the Château de Pourtalès is
on your left. Pass the gate at the restaurant “Jardin du Pourtalès”
♦ After the third street bump turn right to park your car. The reception is located in the main
building, the Château itself, just walk around the carport and you will see the reception sign

 Travelling with public transportation:
♦ Take the tram (Ligne A or D) from Strasbourg train station to Place de L’Etoile
♦ Cross the street / track and walk to the street Quai du General Koenig (at the river Ill).
The bus stop is located on the other side of the square (Place du Marechal de Lattre-deTassigny). Take the bus No. 15 to Robertsau Boecklin
♦ Get out of the bus at the bus stop Lamproie (after the supermarket Simply)
♦ It is a 10 minute walk along the Rue Mélanie to the Château de Pourtalès (see above)
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